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Abstract
The complete convergence theorems for weighted sums of arrays of rowwise
negatively dependent random variables were obtained by Wu (Wu, Q: Complete
convergence for weighted sums of sequences of negatively dependent random
variables. J. Probab. Stat. 2011, Article ID 202015, 16 pages) and Wu (Wu, Q: A
complete convergence theorem for weighted sums of arrays of rowwise negatively
dependent random variables. J. Inequal. Appl. 2012, 50). In this paper, we
complement the results of Wu.
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1 Introduction
The concept of complete convergence of a sequence of random variables was introduced
by Hsu and Robbins []. A sequence {Xn,n≥ } of random variables converges completely




(|Xn – θ | > ) <∞ for all  > .
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, this implies that Xn → θ almost surely (a.s.). The converse is
true if {Xn,n≥ } are independent randomvariables. Therefore, the complete convergence
is a very important tool in establishing almost sure convergence. There aremany complete
convergence theorems for sums and weighted sums of independent random variables.
Volodin et al. [] and Chen et al. [] (β > – and β = –, respectively) proved the follow-
ing complete convergence for weighted sums of arrays of rowwise independent random
elements in a real separable Banach space.
We recall that the array {Xni, i≥ ,n≥ } of random variables is said to be stochastically
dominated by a random variable X if
P
(|Xni| > x)≤ CP(|X| > x) for all x >  and for all i≥  and n≥ ,
where C is a positive constant.
© 2012 Sung; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribu-
tion License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Theorem . ([, ]) Suppose that β ≥ –. Let {Xni, i ≥ ,n ≥ } be an array of rowwise
independent random elements in a real separable Banach space which are stochastically
















for some  < θ ≤  and μ such that θ + μ/γ <  and  + μ + β > . If E|X|θ+(+μ+β)/γ < ∞
and
∑∞










<∞ for all  > . (.)
If β < –, then (.) is immediate. Hence Theorem . is of interest only for β ≥ –.
Recently,Wu [] extended Theorem . to negatively dependent random variables when
β > –. Wu [] also considered the case of  +μ + β =  (β > –). But, the proof of Wu []
does not work for the case of β = –.
The concept of negatively dependent random variables was given by Lehmann []. A ﬁ-
nite family of random variables {X, . . . ,Xn} is said to be negatively dependent (or nega-
tively orthant dependent) if for each n≥ , the following two inequalities hold:









for all real numbers x, . . . ,xn. An inﬁnite family of random variables is negatively depen-
dent if every ﬁnite subfamily is negatively dependent.
Theorem . (Wu []) Suppose that β > –. Let {Xni, i≥ ,n≥ } be an array of negatively
dependent random variables which are stochastically dominated by a random variable X.
Let {ani, i ≥ ,n ≥ } be an array of constants satisfying (.) for some γ >  and (.) for
some θ and μ such that μ < γ and  < θ < min{,  – μ/γ }. Furthermore, assume that
EXni =  for all i ≥  and n≥  if θ + ( +μ + β)/γ ≥ .










<∞ for all  > . (.)
(ii) If  +μ + β =  and E|X|θ log |X| <∞, then (.) holds.
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Using the moment inequality of negatively dependent random variables, Wu [] ob-
tained a complete convergence result for weighted sums of identically distributed nega-
tively dependent random variables.
Theorem . (Wu []) Suppose that r > . Let {X,Xn,n ≥ } be a sequence of identically
distributed negatively dependent random variables. Let {ani,  ≤ i ≤ n,n ≥ } be an array
of constants satisfying
N(n,m + ) := 
{
≤ i≤ n : |ani| ≥ (m + )–/





Furthermore, assume that EX =  if (r – )≥ . Then, for r ≥ ,
E|X|(r–) log |X| <∞ (.)













<∞ for all  > . (.)
For  < r < , (.) implies (.).
In (.), a≈ bmeans that a =O(b) and b =O(a). Theorem . extends the result of Liang
and Su [] for negatively associated random variables to negatively dependent case. The












→  as n→ ∞.
The proof of the suﬃciency is correct when r ≥ . However, condition (.) does not hold,
since the left-hand side of (.) goes to the limit { ≤ i ≤ n : ani = } as m → ∞, but the
right-hand side diverges. Hence, there are no arrays satisfying (.).
In this paper, we obtain complete convergence results for weighted sums of arrays of
rowwise negatively dependent random variables. Our results complement the results of
Wu [, ].
Throughout this paper, the symbolC denotes a positive constantwhich is not necessarily
the same one in each appearance. It proves convenient to deﬁne logx =max{, lnx}, where
lnx denotes the natural logarithm.
2 Preliminary lemmas
In this section, we present some lemmas which will be used to prove our main results.
The following two lemmas are well known and their proofs are standard.
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Lemma . Let {Xn,n ≥ } be a sequence of random variables which are stochastically
dominated by a random variable X. For any α >  and b > , the following statements
hold:
(i) E|Xn|αI(|Xn| ≤ b)≤ C{E|X|αI(|X| ≤ b) + bαP(|X| > b)}.
(ii) E|Xn|αI(|Xn| > b)≤ CE|X|αI(|X| > b).
The following Lemma .(i)-(iii) can be found in Sung [].




n= n––tδE|X|r+δI(|X| ≤ nt)≤ CE|X|r for any δ > .
(ii)
∑∞
n= n–+tδE|X|r–δI(|X| > nt)≤ CE|X|r for any δ >  such that r – δ > .
(iii)
∑∞
n= n–+trP(|X| > nt)≤ CE|X|r .
(iv)
∑∞
n= n–E|X|rI(|X| > nt)≤ CE|X|r log |X|.
TheMarcinkiewicz-Zygmund and Rosenthal type inequalities play an important role in
establishing complete convergence. Asadian et al. [] proved theMarcinkiewicz-Zygmund
and Rosenthal inequalities for negatively dependent random variables.
Lemma . (Asadian et al. []) Let {Xn,n≥ } be a sequence of negatively dependent ran-
dom variables with EXn =  and E|Xn|p <∞ for some p≥  and all n≥ . Then there exist



























for p > .
The last lemma is a complete convergence theorem for an array of rowwise negatively
dependent mean zero random variables.
Lemma . ([, ]) Let {Xni, i ≥ ,n ≥ } be an array of rowwise negatively dependent
random variables with EXni =  and EXni < ∞ for all i ≥  and n ≥ . Let {bn,n ≥ } be a





i= P(|Xni| > ) <∞ for all  > .













i=Xni| > ) <∞ for all  > .
3 Main results
In this section, we obtain two complete convergence results for weighted sums of arrays
of rowwise negatively dependent random variables.
Theorem . Suppose that β ≥ –. Let {Xni, i≥ ,n≥ } be an array of rowwise negatively
dependent mean zero random variables which are stochastically dominated by a random
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variable X satisfying E|X|p <∞ for some p≥ . Let {ani, i≥ ,n≥ } be an array of constants















for some α >  (.)










<∞ for all  > .
Proof Since ani = a+ni – a–ni, we may assume that ani ≥ . For i≥  and n≥ , deﬁne
X ′ni = XniI
(|Xni| ≤ nγ ) + nγ I(Xni > nγ ) – nγ I(Xni < –nγ ), X ′′ni = Xni –X ′ni.
Then {X ′ni, i ≥ ,n ≥ } and {X ′′ni, i ≥ ,n ≥ } are still arrays of rowwise negatively de-
pendent random variables, |X ′ni| = |Xni|I(|Xni| ≤ nγ ) + nγ I(|Xni| > nγ ), and |X ′′ni| = (Xni –
nγ )I(Xni > nγ ) – (Xni + nγ )I(Xni < –nγ ) ≤ |Xni|I(|Xni| > nγ ). Since ani ≥ , {aniX ′ni, i ≥ ,
n ≥ } and {aniX ′′ni, i ≥ ,n ≥ } are also arrays of rowwise negatively dependent random




























We will prove (.) and (.) with three cases.
Case  (p = ).








































E|X|I(|X| ≤ nγ ) + nγP(|X| > nγ )}







E|X|I(|X| ≤ nγ ) + nγP(|X| > nγ )}
≤ CE|X|p <∞.
The sixth inequality follows from Lemma ..





∣∣X ′′ni∣∣→ . (.)
















(|X| > nγ )
≤ Cn––βE|X|I(|X| > nγ ).
Since β ≥ – and E|X|I(|X| > nγ )→  as n→ ∞, (.) holds.












Take δ >  such that p – δ > max{,q}. Since  < p – δ =  – δ < , we get by Markov’s








































nβn–γ (p–δ–q)n––β+γ (p–q)E|X|p–δI(|X| > nγ )
≤ CE|X|p <∞.
Case  ( < p < ).
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As in Case , we have that I ≤ CE|X|p <∞.
For I, we take δ >  such that p – δ ≥ max{,q}. Then we have by Markov’s inequality,










































n–+γ δE|X|p–δI(|X| > nγ )
≤ CE|X|p <∞.
Case  (p≥ ).
In this case, we will prove (.) and (.) by using Lemma .. To prove (.), we take

















































E|X|p+δI(|X| ≤ nγ ) + nγ (p+δ)P(|X| > nγ )}
≤ CE|X|p <∞.



































Hence (.) holds by Lemma ..
To prove (.), we take δ >  such that p – δ ≥ max{,q}. The proof of the rest is similar
to that of (.) and is omitted. 
Remark . When  < p < , Theorem . holds without the condition of negative de-
pendence (see Theorem (i) in Sung []). Theorem . extends the result of Sung [] for
independent random variables to negatively dependent case.
Remark . Theorem .(i) follows from Theorem . by taking p = θ + ( +μ+β)/γ and













But, Theorem .(i) does not deal with the case of β = –.








The following theorem shows that if themoment condition ofTheorem. is replaced by
a stronger condition E|X|p log |X| <∞, then condition (.) can be replaced by the weaker
condition (.).
Theorem . Suppose that β ≥ –. Let {Xni, i≥ ,n≥ } be an array of rowwise negatively
dependent mean zero random variables which are stochastically dominated by a random
variable X satisfying E|X|p log |X| < ∞ for some p ≥ . Let {ani, i ≥ ,n ≥ } be an array of











<∞ for all  > .
Proof As in the proof of Theorem ., it suﬃces to prove (.) and (.). The proof of (.)
is same as that of Theorem . except that q is replaced by p.











X ′′ni – EX ′′ni
)∣∣∣∣∣
p





















n–E|X|pI(|X| > nγ )
≤ CE|X|p log |X| <∞.
When p ≥ , we will prove (.) by using Lemma .. We have by Markov’s inequality,



























n–E|X|pI(|X| > nγ )
≤ CE|X|p log |X| <∞.

































Hence (.) holds by Lemma .. 
Remark . If  +μ + β = , then μ = – – β . Hence Theorem .(ii) follows from Theo-
rem . by taking p = θ . But, Theorem .(ii) does not deal with the case of β = –.
As mentioned in the Introduction, (.) does not hold. Hence it is of interest to ﬁnd a
complete convergence result similar toTheorem .without condition (.). The following
corollary does not assume condition (.).
Corollary . Suppose that r ≥ /. Let {X,Xn,n ≥ } be a sequence of identically dis-
tributed negatively dependent mean zero random variables. Let {ani, ≤ i≤ n,n≥ } be an
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<∞ for all  > . (.)
Proof Let cni = ani/n/ for  ≤ i ≤ n and cni =  for i > n. We will apply Theorem . with






































Hence the result follows from Theorem .. 
Remark . When  < r < /, Corollary . holds without the condition of negative de-
pendence. Although (.) is weaker than (.), (.) can be strengthened to (.) if the
negative dependence is replaced by the stronger condition of negative association.
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